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Dullah Omar School of Paralegalism

MESSAGE FROM THE DULLAH OMAR FAMILY

Dear CAOSA Members
We are once again humbled and inspired by your now established Dullah Omar School
initiative.
At a time when basic values and principles of humanity, justice and human rights are being
challenged globally, the Dullah Omar School stands as one of the beacons of hope for
communities who are dependent on a cadre of activists that can express these attributes in
an active way. As has always been the case, the Black Sash has geared its efforts to the
most marginalised of such communities, and we stand proud and humbled to be associated
with this organisation through the Dullah Omar School.
Social and restorative justice is a fundamental prerequisite for human rights and equality to
manifest, especially in poor and desperate communities. These were exemplified by the
sterling work of the likes of Gaby Shapiro, Mary Burton and others, who defined their
activism within the Black Sash as such.
The Dullah Omar School will hopefully empower another generation of such activists to
follow in these footsteps.
We wish you all well over the course of the programme and are extremely proud of our
association
with you.
Yours sincerely
The Omar Family
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KEYNOTE SPEECH FROM CHARLES ABRAHAMS
Despite having agonizing for days about what to write, I came up empty handed. I have not
prepared a speech. When you rose you sang, my spirit arose inside of me and took me back
to the 80s. This event epitomizes the spirit of the 80s, one that is sorely lacking today. I
thank you for this invitation.
Let me start with a few acknowledgements and recognition. I want thank Lynette Maart, the
National Director. We come a very long path and I regard her as my eldest comradely,
sister. I grew up in front of her and learnt my politics from her as young boy. We grew up
together in the shacks in Elsies River before we were moved under false pretense to
Nooitgedacht, a supposedly beautiful Coloured township. In these townships, we soon we
discovered that it was far from beautiful. Instead, living in these townships became a daily
struggle. Lynette refused to accept the status quo with her activism which drew my
adoration for her and her father.
I also want to thank Black Sash. I never thought that on my journey to becoming a lawyer,
Black Sash would fund my first year university fees. Lastly, I want to thank the late Dullar
Omar, a pioneer of our struggle and legal giant from whom I drew inspiration. Hardly a few
days after I opened my practice in 1996 (February 1996) I got a letter from Omar, who was
then the Minister of Justice.
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It read:
“I am informed that you were last week admitted as an Attorney of the Supreme Court. I write to
congratulate you and your family. It is always a matter of great pride to me when I see members
of our community, especially those who have been disadvantaged and deprived in the past, rise
above terrible conditions and attain high positions. Yours is an example in point. In many ways,
your battling against tremendous odds is an example of the younger generation in our
community. Please convey my good wishes and congratulations to your family. I wish you every
success."
Here was Minster Omar, taking time out of a busy schedule to congratulate those whom he
regarded as the young generation to take over from where he and others in the legal field
have made their mark. To the Omar family, I thank you.
It is in that spirit that I want to share a few thoughts with you today . About thirty years ago, I
was one a paralegal or what I call a barefoot lawyer. Whilst being a paralegal, I experienced
the cold face of the issues confronted by people. I see a lot of women paralegals in the
room. It would be remiss of me if I do not mention and reflect on the situation and plight of
women in our country. There is a war being raged on our women and I am almost ashamed
to call myself a man. In this regard, I speak out of deep personal experience. As a child, I
saw how my wonderful , dedicated and a deeply devoted Christian physically and
emotionally brutalized my beautiful mother. I was afraid that this kind of brutality would be
my destiny. I was determined to break with the violence that was so endemic in the house I
grew up.
Against this backdrop, I like to talk about my experience as a young paralegal. At the time
when I started out at University in 1987, I only lasted one year, because of a lack of finances.
I was determined for that one year not to go wasted. Out of university and unemployed, I
decided to set up an advice office at my parents’ house. For the next four to five years I
dedicated myself to servicing and attending to the needs of people in Nooitgedacht, Bishop
Lavis and Valhalla Park. Notwithstanding, I didn’t give up on my dream of one day going
back to university and complete my law degree. During this time, I developed a relationship
with other paralegals in advice offices in the Western Cape. Advice offices were the
backbone of most of our struggles civic struggles against apartheid in the 80s and early
90s. Paralegals played a central role.
So what does this tell us? The law is not merely the vocation of lawyers, judges, and
advocates. All of us have a stake in it. More importantly, paralegals are at the cold face of
people’s legal experiences - the complexities that people experience on a daily basis. So
what paralegals do is extremely important in the context of South Africa’s poverty-stricken
landscape.
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Having said that, this kind of work exacts a personal toll. There may be moments when you
might feel “what am I doing?”, “why am I doing this?” For many of you this may be a pitstop
towards something bigger. Whatever it is, let me tell you, you are at a great moment in your
life, doing important work. Wherever your journey might take you, the work that you’re
doing right now is the foundation for whatever is to come.
Looking back at my own life as a paralegal, with one year of law behind me and let me not
forget one year of theology because of Lynette’s father who got me to do it, I was both a
barefoot lawyer and a barefoot priest. In retrospect, in the classical fashion of the Christian
tradition, one could say “the Lord had a plan.”
Be that as it may, many years later when I finished my law degree and qualified as a lawyer I
knew that public interest and human rights law is what I wanted to do. By then, role models
like Dullah Omar and others, paved the way for me to keep that tradition alive.
One of the very first legal ideas that triggered in me when I set up my own practice was that
of class actions. For many, it is a foreign concept in South Africa but most commonly
associated with the US legal system. For me, there was something fundamental to class
actions. Having come from a political tradition where the collective is important, i.e., the
mass movement, working class people, etc., it seemed logical that the notion of class action
was attractive to me. It’s almost as if it was like class struggle to me in a different form. It
didn’t take long before I ventured into the unknow world of class actions.
The very first case I worked on had to do with corporations and bank that had supported the
apartheid regime. This is where I cut my teeth in class action. I established contact with a US
law firm, Hausfeld and had no idea that it would take almost 16 years of my life.
Unfortunately, I was not able to achieve what we had set out to achieve but that case
prepared me for my next battle closer to home. When news of a bread-cartel broke in
South Africa, I knew the moment had arrived to take on these bread companies. The news
of their collusion brought back painful childhood memories of a day when I had nothing to
eat. That day, our neighbor opened her door and handed me a few moldy pieces of bread
for my dog. My dog and I would wrestle for those few pieces of bread.
Organizations like Black Sash, COSATU Western Cape and the Children’s Resources Centre
rose to the occasion to be the applicants in the first consumer class action in South Africa. At
stake was these bread companies having colluded with each other to increase the price of
bread with the poor being the most vulnerable. They are dependent on social grants. It
seemed that the more the social grants increased, the more these companies were able to
increase the price of bread.
We initiated the matter in the Western Cape High Court. Having lost the first round, we
soldiered on to the Supreme Court of Appeal in Bloemfontein. After a marathon hearing, the
SCA held that there was no reason why we should wait for the legislature or parliament to
enact class action rules courts have has the ability to formulate their own rules. This is how
class action rules were formulated. Black Sash played a key role in all of this.
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This was not the end of the road for class actions. The largest class action ever to be filed in
South Africa was against gold mine companies. It was on behalf of miners who’d contracted
silicosis and tuberculosis. Many of you present tonight probably come from the Eastern
Cape, the hub of the migrant labour system. Next was Lesotho, the Free State and then of
course Swaziland, Mozambique and a few others. Young men in the prime of their lives
were recruited from these deep rural areas to go work on the goldmines. I’d like to quote
few verses from a poem by Alfred Themba. It is about the exploitation of cheap black labour
of tens of thousands of young black men uprooted from their rural vilages and transported,
wholesaled like cattle, to the gold mines in Johannesburg and Free State. His poem, A small
Gateway to Heaven, reads:
“when the recruiters invaded our homes, to get us to work the mines, they would say, come to
Malamulela and Mhlankuzi, with its hills and valleys, they are the mountains of meat. There a
man’s teeth become loose from endless chewing, and there where the walls are grumbling,
where the stone face is singing, promising bride wealth … And we joined the queues through the
small gate of heaven and we find the walls are of imprisonment and deprivation, and of work
darkness to darkness, with heavy shoes burdening our feet, with worry for nothing, and at the
place … away from our loved ones, and I have seen this prison of a heaven, this kraal which
encircles the slaves. I saw it as a heart of our oppression, and I saw the walls that separate us
from a life of love”
The litigation against the goldmining companies took 13 years and resulted in a settlement
of five billion rands. The are many people out there who might underestimate the work that
you do, thinking there is no merit in it. Rest assured, the work that you are doing is not only
integral to the communities that you serve but the cement that keeps thing together in our
communities. Also, your work is indispensable for each of your own individual journeys.
In the next few months, there will be a trust, the Tshiamiso Trust that will have a lifespan of
about 12 years. It will be the aim of this trust to ensure that it reaches out to the miners in the
deep rural areas and across Southern Africa. To ensure that miners or former miners who
are entitled to rightful compensation, provided they qualify. There is an opportunity.
Because this trust cannot operate on its own, it will require assistance from people such as
yourselves, who are active and understand the processes. There is an opportunity for
organizations such as the Black Sash and similar organizations to engage with the trust,
because this trust can only be successful if it is able to reach the extent of miners wherever
they are, so that after 12 years the trust can say it has successfully done its job. Key to that,
is organizations and individuals such as yourselves.
On that note, I want to say you play a very important role and it gives me goosebumps if I
look at you and say I am so proud because the baton that I have received from the likes of
the late Dullah Omar, is a baton which I can say has been passed on to people such as
yourselves. I want to give you a big round of applause. You are the foot soldiers and you
play an important role and for that I take my hat off to you. Well done.
Thank you very much.
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Organising Partners
The Dullah Omar School was hosted by the Community Advice Offices of South Africa
(CAOSA) in partnership with Black Sash and Social Change Assistance Trust (SCAT).

Funding Partners

The 2021 Dullah Omar School was made possible through funding support from CS Mott
Foundation and the Open Society Foundation for South Africa
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DULLAH OMAR SCHOOL 2019 RATIONALE
Theme: Building Agency for Accountable Governance
Kofi Annan, Ghanaian diplomat and 7th Secretary-General of the United Nations, said in his
commencement address for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1997, “To live is to
choose. But to choose well you must know where you are and what you stand for, where
you want to go and why you want to go there”. These sentiments echo the very essence of
the Dullah Omar School of Paralegalism
.
In its 5th instalment, The School provides a necessary and on-going space for the
community advice office sector to convene, regroup and reinvigorate its activism. Two
thousand and nineteen was a year of change, with South Africa in its 6th democraticallyelected government, following national elections. With revelations around state capture,
accountable governance has become an increasingly key aspect of constitutionalism and
democracy.
Drawing on its past experiences, this year’s edition of The School is premised around the
efficient innovation of the role of community paralegals in their continuing quest to ensure
that communities access their rights. This, in addition to the need to capacitate paralegals to
respond to matters that require activism. The School provides a vital knowledge base,
whereby stalwarts engage with young learners to enable succession in this important space
and work.
The question of access to justice does not begin and end in the courts. Rather, it begins in
communities who experience injustices and systematic blockages. The courts are
approached to create an important avenue for accountability to be strengthened through
judgements and decisions. The year 2018 witnessed several Constitutional Court
judgements that demonstrated the strength of community activism and a demand for
accountability from state and private sector actors.
The matter of the Amadiba people of Xolobeni struggling for their heritage from the hands
of a mining company, classically demonstrates that despite the courts making favourable
judgements, there is a big need to ensure communities build capabilities to action these
judgements – and to continue to hold state and private sector power to account. The
community advice office sector in South Africa continues, in an unfriendly climate, to hold
government and leaders to account for large-scale injustices, and continues to be a space
for individuals to access much-needed tools and mechanisms to protect their constitutional
rights. Community advice offices provide marginalised communities in urban, rural and periurban areas with basic, front-line legal advice and conflict resolution services. They also
support community development initiatives, in order to further the broad goal of building
united, cohesive and engaged communities in our country.
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As the world focuses its attention on the Sustainable Development Goals, and Goal 16 in
particular – to promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies – the role of community
paralegals and community advice offices is in the spotlight. There is an increasing
realisation that the rule of law and access to justice belongs to society in its entirety. It’s
crucial to ensure all are able to participate, utilise and shape the frameworks that enable a
society which is anchored in peace and equality.
.The release of a discussion paper on the Recognition and Regulation of the Community
Advice Office Sector by the Department of Justice and the Foundation for Human Rights in
March 2019 is an important development. It requires that the sector responds to and
participates in determining how the future will look. The School will provide an important
platform to discuss, debate and engage all role players in this process.
To once again quote Kofi Annan, “There can be no development without long term peace
and stability and there can be no peace and stability without the rule of law and respect for
human rights”. This year’s instalment of The School is around building capabilities that will
ensure an on-going and efficient community advice office sector. It’s around strengthening
the sector’s knowledge base and allowing innovations to take forward the impact of the
work and ensuring sustainable succession and continuity.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The fifth instalment of the Dullah Omar School (DOS) was organised by the Centre for the
Advancement of Community Advice Offices in South Africa (CAOSA), the Social Change
Assistance Trust (SCAT) and the Black Sash. The School ran from 06 to 11 September 2019 in
Cape Town, under the theme of Building Agency for Accountable Governance.
.The DOS was conceived as a learning platform for community-based paralegals, in order to
cultivate amongst young people the principles of social justice and leadership ethics, and to
facilitate skills necessary for mobilising and developing community agency. The formation
of the DOS came out of the realisation that although South Africans attained freedom in
1994, the structural inequalities brought about by apartheid continue to keep the majority of
the population from accessing basic rights and enjoying social justice. The DOS trains and
supports paralegals in community advice offices in South Africa and ensures that learners
and practitioners are produced who prioritise working with communities.
In total, 160 participants attended the 6-day event, including 120 paralegals, 15 stalwarts and
leaders from CAOSA, and 21 speakers, facilitator and dignitaries. Speakers included: Charles
Peter Abrahams the Director of Abrahams Kiewitz Incorporated firm of attorneys; Trudie
Nicolas, a partner at Bowmans Law firm in Durban; Seth Mguni, representing CAOSA
national leadership; and Zaid Kimmie, from the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR).
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The DOS organised 5 learning streams and one CAOSA leadership and stalwarts’ stream,
comprising a total of 6 streams. For the first time in the history of The School, a social
enterprise workshop was facilitated for 20 paralegals from advice offices with income
generating projects, or an intention to introduce such projects. Another first was an
accredited business management workshop, facilitated by SCAT and attended by 27
paralegals. The School also offered participants an opportunity to engage and interact with
the local community in Bo-Kaap. This was through a guided walk around Bo-Kaap, and a
contribution from Reclaim the City about accessing land and housing.
For the first time, The School was conducted over a weekend, starting on a Friday morning
and ending on a Wednesday of the following week. The planning team allocated each
stream four days in order to cover all of the learning materials. This plan worked well for all
the streams, and will become a feature of The School in the future.
The DOS has become recognised as the community advice office (CAO) sector’s annual
education and training forum, and has taken the lead in establishing collaborative relations
with service providers for enhanced access to multi-dimensional forms of education and
training
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INTRODUCTION

The Dullah Omar School for Paralegalism 2019 began on Friday 6th September 2019. The
first day started slowly, due to some participants arriving late, having travelled by bus or
plane. Proceedings began with the introduction of the first two Streams A & B: Introductory
Short Learning Programme for Paralegals and Advanced Short Learning Programme for
Paralegals. Both courses were presented and delivered by Schalk Meyer and Chrisna
Landsberg from the Potchefstroom Law Clinic of the NorthWest University. The remaining
streams were introduced on day two: Business Management Accredited Training (Stream C,
presented and facilitated by SCAT); Social Assistance and Social Insurance (Stream D,
presented and facilitated by the Black Sash); Social Enterprise Training (Stream
E, presented and facilitated by the Open Society Justice Initiative), and: Stalwarts and
Leaders (Stream F, presented and facilitated by CAOSA).
There was an air of excitement and purpose for the entire duration of the programme.
Participants were excited to be in Cape Town and to have been selected for participation in
DOS 2019. They were motivated by the opportunity to upskill themselves, so they may
better serve their communities. Participants generally came from small, rural towns within
the Western, Eastern and Northern Cape provinces, as well as the provinces of the Free
State, North West, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo and Mpumalanga. The participants’
composition represented a broad range of skill sets and levels of experience and expertise.
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TRIBUTE TO PROFESSOR (OOM) SCHALK MEYER
(3 APRIL 1950 TO 2 MAY 2020)
It is with great sadness that we note the untimely passing of Prof Schalk Meyer, better
known as Oom Schalk to many, on 2 May 2020.
Oom Schalk was admitted as a legal
practitioner in July 1975. He worked as a
public prosecutor and legal practitioner in
private practice until 1990, when he was
appointed as the Deputy Director of the Law
Clinic of the North-West University,
Potchefstroom Law Clinic. In 1994, he was
appointed as the Director of the
Potchefstroom Law Clinic, where he
remained until his formal retirement in 2015.
He then formed part of the management committee of the Potchefstroom Law Clinic and
was appointed as the Project Manager: External Programmes. In this capacity, he continued
to present practical classes and assess final year law students involved in the practical
modules presented by the Law Clinic; mentor staff; and fundraise for, develop, market and
present short learning programmes and short courses. Over many years, Oom Schalk
successfully expanded the operations of the Potchefstroom Law Clinic.
Oom Schalk was the Programme Manager of the Association of University Legal Aid
Institutions Trust (AULAI Trust), from 2001. The AULAI Trust is the primary funding
organisation for University Law Clinics in South Africa and is committed to funding Clinical
Legal Education of law students and Access to Justice Projects. His many achievements
over the years include the establishment of several Legal Aid SA Satellite Offices,
Community-based Paralegal Advice Offices, University-based Law Clinics, and
Access to Justice Clusters in various provinces. As a result of his unrivalled work ethic and
relentless drive, he raised millions of rand to support the sustainability of law clinics and
advice offices across the country.
A founding member of the National Alliance for the Development of Community Advice
Offices (NADCAO), Oom Schalk served on the Board of Directors for NADCAO for more than
10 years. He was actively involved with the promotion of the interests of marginalised
communities and the development and sustainability of community-based advice offices in
South Africa. From 1993, he was also a member of the Executive Committee of the South
African University Law Clinics Association (SAULCA), previously known as the Association of
University Legal Aid Institutions (AULAI).
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Oom Schalk was the Chairperson of the Board of Control of the North-West University –
Legal Education and Development (L.E.A.D) Practical Legal School for law graduates and
candidate attorneys in the North-West Province for approximately 10 years. He served on
the National Executive Committee and later on the Executive Committee of the South
African National Parks Honorary Rangers (SANParks Honorary Rangers) and was committed
to environmental conservation. He was also an active member of the Bankenveld Region of
the SANParks Honorary Rangers.
Prof (Oom) Schalk Meyer was a mentor to thousands of people, and will be remembered by
students, staff members and colleagues for his overwhelming passionate and driven
approach to life, family, access to justice for all, work and the community.
May his soul rest in peace.
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LEARNING STREAMS
The Dullah Omar School 2019 offered university-registered short courses, and accredited
and nonaccredited learning streams. The CAOSA stalwarts and leaders had a specific
stream dedicated to exploring ways and strategies towards the sustainability and continuity
of The School. In total, there were 6 streams, as detailed in the table below:

Stream

Title/Description

Stream A and B

University-Registered Short Courses for
Paralegals

Stream C

Accredited Business Management

Stream D

Social Assistance and Social Insurance

Stream E

Social Enterprise Training

Stream F

Stalwarts and Leaders

Facilitator
North-West University

SCAT

Black Sash
Social Enterprise Academy

CAOSA

A brief report follows of each stream.
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STREAM A & B: INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCED SHORT
LEARNING PROGRAMME FOR PARALEGALS
Streams A and B were offered by the North-West University facilitators, Schalk Meyer and
Chrisna Landsberg. The programmes were divided into two learning streams – Introductory
and Advanced Short Learning. The Introductory stream was for paralegals who had not
attended the training before, whilst the Advanced stream was for those who had previously
completed the Introductory stream. Twenty-six paralegals attended the Introductory phase
and 22 paralegals attended the Advanced phase of the training.

The Introductory stream covered 11 modules over a four-day period, as follows:
i.
Administration
ii.
Consultation Skills
iii.
Ethics
iv.
Administration of Estates
v.
Constitutional Law and Human Right
vi.
Socio-Economic Related Matters
vii. Civil Matters and Procedure
viii. Prescription
ix.
Family-Related Matters
x.
Consumer-Related Matters
xi.
Law of Contract

The Advanced stream covered 5 modules over a four-day period, as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Customary Law
Labour Law
Children’s Act
Land Matters
Alternative Dispute Resolution

On completion of the above streams, each participant received a certificate from the
North-West University. This will enable those who want to study further to apply for
recognition of prior learning to study towards a tertiary qualification.
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STREAM C: ACCREDITED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

SCAT is an intermediary grant maker, providing grant funding and capacity building support
to primarily rural community-based organisations. As one of the capacity-building partners,
SCAT has facilitated training in the non-accredited learning streams over the duration of The
School. For the first time in this School, SCAT undertook to provide accredited training in
Business Management to 28 paralegal participants over 4 days. The training was facilitated
by SCAT staff – Seth Tladi, Colleen Alexander-Julies, Vuyo Msizi and Nokukhanya Mchunu.
The course was observed by an accreditation expert, Leizl van der Westhuizen, from
Creatividad – an accredited service provider – to ensure the training met accreditation
requirements
The main objective of the training was to equip participants with report writing, projects
management and basic financial management skills. In the report writing module,
participants were taken through the basics of what report writing entails, different types of
reports, and how this applies to their day-to-day work as paralegals. Participants were also
taken through the basics of what project management entails and how they can apply this
in their work situations. The module covered the topics of project management tools,
project reporting and how to have an effective project management team. Lastly, the
financial management module was focused on the basics of how to interpret basic financial
management statements. In all three modules, participants had to complete a formative
practical assignment to check their understanding and application of the concepts. These
exercises were an integral part of the final competence assessment.
Each participant was given two months to complete and submit a Portfolio of Evidence
(POE), in order to demonstrate competence in each module. Only then will they be issued
with certificates of competence by an accredited institution.

Key issues coming out of the workshop:
i. A few of the workshop topics were difficult for some participants. The facilitators spent
time simplifying concepts, in order to ensure that none of the participants were left behind.
Care was taken to pitch the training materials at an appropriate level. However, the
materials could be further adapted to suit the needs of the paralegals.
ii. Participants were notified that the training was pitched at the National Qualification
Framework (NQF) level 4 and therefore required a minimum Matric qualification in order to
participate. Yet, some participants had not passed Matric. The School will in the future
ensure that only the appropriately qualified learners are selected for participation, so that
they are able to cope with the material.
iii. Participant feedback suggests that more time was required to handle each module.
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STREAM D: SOCIAL ASSISTANCE AND SOCIAL INSURANCE

The Social Assistance and Social Insurance workshops, facilitated by the Black Sash, were
aimed at providing participants with information on the government social security
programme guided by the South African Constitution provisions. At the start, the facilitator
asked participants to share their expectations and concerns (including uncertainties and
confusion) on the two topics. Thereafter, the facilitator took participants through the Social
Assistance Reference Guide for Paralegals.
Participants learned about the types of means-tested Social Assistance grants provided by
the South African Social Security Agency (SASSA), including: Child Support Grant; Foster
Care Grant; Grant In Aid; Disability Grant; Care Dependency Grant; Older Persons Grant; and
the Veterans’ Grant. Social Relief of Distress measures are also included.
Participants also learned about Social Insurance protection measures in place for
unemployment, old age and illness. These include the: Unemployment Insurance Fund
(UIF); Private Pension and Provident Fund(s); Government Employee Pension Fund;
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA); and the Road Accident
Fund (RAF).
A request was made of participants to present what they knew about the social assistance
application process, and their responses helped to establish to what extent they understood
social security as a constitutional right. Stream D built on this knowledge with theory, and
provided tools and resources to paralegals to assist their communities to access and apply
for these provisions.
The facilitator presented the current socio-economic context, and requested participants to
identify key themes and trends, especially as they relate to social assistance. Twenty-three
paralegals participated in stream D, of which 21 completed the course. Participants were
young and had experience and knowledge developed in the advice office sector. The
course deepened and built on their knowledge and understanding. Almost a quarter of
participants had not attended paralegal training before, which underscores the importance
of the annual DOS.
Key learning outcomes included a transition towards being able to identify different kinds of
problems i.e. was this an access, resource, education or advocacy issue? This identification
process will assist participants in quickly resolving issues in community advice offices, and
assist them to understand that they cannot solve all of their client’s issues without further
support.
Feedback from participants was positive, and training on social security will continue at
future DOS sessions.
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STREAM E: SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Stream E was facilitated by Thobeka L. Poswa, of the Social Enterprise Academy, and
attended by 20 paralegals. This was the first time a workshop of this nature was made part
of The School curriculum. The main objective was to empower paralegals with skills and the
knowledge to implement social enterprise projects, as part of the access to justice services
in their respective communities. The workshop was held under the auspices of the Open
Society Initiative, in partnership with the Open Society Foundation for South Africa. Integral
to the training was the involvement and capacity building of the intermediaries, who will
play a support role in the advice offices.
The table below lists the intermediaries and the advice offices to be supported:

Intermediary
CCJD
SCAT
SCAT

Name of the Organisation
Mpophomeni Gender & Paralegal Office
Leeu Gamka Advice Office
Qunu Advice Office

SCAT

Siyanakekela Comm Development

SCAT

Kgatelopele Social Development Forum

CAOSA
CAOSA
CAOSA
CAOSA

Lethabong Legal Advice Centre
Mankweng Community Law Advice Office
Sekgosese Community Advice Office
Centre for Human Rights and Information

Location
KwaZulu-Natal
Western Cape
Eastern Cape
Eastern Cape
Northern Cape
North West
Limpopo
Limpopo
Gauteng

CAOSA

Senzokulhle Advice Centre

Mpumalanga

CCJD

Entla Koloni Advice and Paralegal Centre

Northern Cape

SCAT
CRLDA/CCJD

Port St Johns Community Legal
Advice Centre

Eastern Cape

Centre For Comm Justice & Dev Centre

KwaZulu-Natal

CRLDA/CCJD

Impendle Support & Resource Centre

KwaZulu-Natal

Hlanganisa

Dordrecht Legal Advice Office

Eastern Cape
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RULAC

Tlhoafalo Advice Centre

North West

RULAC

Thusanang Advice Centre

Free State

CCJD
CAOSA
CAOSA

Centre for Justice & Development
Leandra Advice Office
Tshedza Community Centre

KwaZulu-Natal
Mpumulanga
Gauteng

CAOSA

Dihlabeng Development Initiative

Eastern Cape

SCAT

BWLADO

Western Cape

Participants were requested to come up with social enterprise business ideas and strategies
for implementation in their respective communities. Ideas include: Tuck Shop/Salon;
Sewing/Printing/Agriculture/Vegetables; Internet Cafes/Copy/Typing/Printing; Event
Management; and SETA Programmes. Business plans were presented to a panel of experts
on the last day of the workshop. These projects will be followed up by the respective
intermediaries in their respective locations. The purpose of the business plan session was to
encourage participants to find the means to sustain their
business projects, rather than rely on external funding.
Additionally, Sizwe Nzima, founder and CEO of Iyeza Health Solutions, shared his story of
how he started his social enterprise business in Khayelitsha. His business transports
medicine to community members, so they do not have to queue for hours at local health
clinics.

Key issues coming out of the workshop:
i. Social enterprise was seen as a new concept and will therefore need a lot of work to get
buy-in from the CBO management committees. Participants felt they would need support
from their intermediaries and other institutions in this regard.
ii. Access to resources such as finances will be needed to start and sustain some of
these project.
iii. It became evident that many of the participants were unsure where their advice offices fit
into the notion of ‘social enterprise’. They felt it would be wrong for the advice offices to
charge people for services, or to try to sell them other goods and/or services.
iv. Participants struggled with the tension between rendering an advice office service and at
the same time engaging in income generating activities. However, many came to see the
value of a sustainability strategy for their organisations.
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STREAM F: CAOSA LEADERSHIP AND STALWARTS SESSION
The Stream F was attended by CAOSA National Council members and some members who
were seconded by their provinces. The stream was facilitated by the newly appointed
CAOSA National Director, Tshenolo Tshoaedi. It was structured to afford the National
Council leadership to begin framing how the organisation would interact with the
membership following the finalisation of the merger. The programme was designed to
ensure the leaders begin to shape the direction the organisation will take for the next 6
months. Sessions were facilitated over 4 days, as follows:

Day One – Strategic Framework
There was some support for the implementation of a system utilised in the Northern Cape,
where the provincial chairperson of CAOSA personally reviewed, selected and approved
applications. Participants suggested those responsible for the planning and running of The
School could receive feedback from leaders regarding what worked and what could be
improved, and be given an opportunity to respond to any concerns
The draft National Strategic Framework, Provincial Strategies and Coordination (2019 - 2025)
was the focus of discussion, and the mission, vision and values of CAOSA were given
attention. Discussion ranged from local complexities and opportunities, to global aspirations,
whereby members were asked to identify local ‘elder’ members who could assume the role
of Country Ambassador for the sector on a global level – akin to the influential group of
international leaders called The Elders.
Session contributions included a suggestion to include: GBV, child abuse and xenophobia as
part of the CAOSA values, and also concepts of accountability and transparency; and Stats
SA statistics and relevant Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) be included in the
strategic document.
In terms of the CAOSA mission and/or vision, suggestions included: clarification regarding
the provision of legal services – defining the nature of these services, whether primary,
secondary or tertiary; that the vision mentions the words socio-economic services (which
are provided by advice offices); and that the reference to low income should be removed,
when referring to the vulnerable – as higher earners, for example, may be in debt.
Additionally, there was a call for CAOSA to appear in future South African Country Reports.
Regarding the issue of regulation, members had discussed these in the past, but there is no
report of the discussions. Members were asked as a collective to consider the Foundation
for Human Rights(FHP) report and provide a joint response to the document.
Leaders emphasised the need for the organisation to ensure it remains a truly
representative structure.
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Day 2 – National Council Governance
Discussions were focused on the question of governance of the National Council, and
membership, the code of conduct, and what it is to be CAOSA member.

CAOSA Membership
Participants questioned the absence of a formal process of membership to CAOSA. A
number of participants expressed the view that, without formal membership, it would
be difficult for CAOSA to enforce membership terms and conditions. It was also
suggested that without a formalisation of membership, CAOSA would not be able to
intervene if matters arise that demand attention.
Participants expressed that the National Office of CAOSA has outdated data regarding
the number of member organisations. A proposal was made to organise a National
Policy Conference, and for the compilation of a code of norms and values, to guide
organisations seeking membership of CAOSA. Participants also discussed what should
be considered an ‘advice office’. A database was proposed of existing members, and a
mapping exercise to establish the number and nature of existing offices. Ultimately,
however, Provincial Councils would have to decide the best action for the sector as a
whole.
An application process was proposed, as follows:
i. An application for CAOSA (Provincial level)membership is submitted by an advice office;
ii. The application is approved by the Council, a membership number is allocated, and a
certificate of good standing is issued;
iii. Should the application NOT be approved, it automatically goes for adjudication/review
before the National Council. If rejected by the National Council, the applicant has a right
to appeal.
The above process would be fair and equitable. Rejected applications would be informed
of the grounds on which the membership was rejected, which they could decide to
correct in order to comply with the criteria. Outstanding questions include: membership
of the Adjudication Board and the Appeals Board; and how and to whom the application
would be sent.
The need was agreed to provide governance and compliance support/training, so that
those involved in the governance of advice offices understand their role. It was
suggested that law firms could assist with this. The advice office mapping would help to
identify advice offices for participation in a Training Conference, with costs to be finalised
later.
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A suggestion was made to classify advice offices, identifying them in terms of their
resources and competencies i.e. levels of development (primary, secondary and
tertiary). Training, funding and oversight would be relative to a specific office, and its
level of development. Connected to this, a suggestion was put forward to create a
separate database for paralegals. Additionally, the membership form and code of
conducted were reviewed by members and both will form part of the agenda for
adoption in the Council Meeting scheduled for the 3rd day of The School
Participants explored key focus areas for the next three years, which would change
over time.
Uniformity and Unity:
i. Presence of CAOSA at Provincial level;
ii. Provincial coordination, aligned with the National Strategy;
iii. Appointment of Provincial Coordinators.
Sector Recognition:
i. A national campaign geared towards sustainability;
ii. The CAOSA Declaration would form the basis of this campaign;
iii. A march to the various provincial legislatures, with a uniform and consistent message,
in order to petition for State recognition. Support for this idea was considerable, although
not unanimous);
iv. Sourcing of funding for a campaign.
A system has been created in partnership with the Legal Resources Centre (LRC), which
aims to improve case management at advice offices. The data intelligence system,
comprised of a database and data collection, is not currently operational. In conclusion,
leaders noted that considerable support will be required to get the structure to where
we are envisioning it to be, but that this would be achievable with a clear plan.
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Day Three - National Council Meeting

The President and Deputy President of the National Council presided. The agenda
included: finalisation of the company registration; Board-seconded Council members;
2019 school feedback and thinking ahead to 2020 – 2023; planning for the national
mapping exercise; adoption of the amended membership form and code of conduct;
and a photo opportunity for the website.
Nomaswazi Tshabalala from the Free State was nominated to the Board. The National
Council resolved that all members seconded to the board would need to relinquish
their roles in the Provincial Executive structure, but remain additional members in order
to ensure continuity and a flow of information between the Board and the provinces.
The National Council adopted an amended membership form and code of conducted
and further resolved that the National Secretariat would ensure that all advice offices
complete the membership forms and sign the code of conduct. A schedule was set for
the provincial visits, to report on the issues resolved in this Council sitting.
The National Council expressed its wish for The School to rotate nationally to provinces
such as Free State, Limpopo and the North West. The Secretariat will investigate this
suggestion and advise. The Council assigned the President and Deputy President to
meet with the Organising Committee of The
School to provide feedback on the 2019 instalment.
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Day Four - Presentations from Partners

Representatives of four organisations addressed the National Council members about
potential working relationships. Emile Gerber from JusDraft focused on the need for
technological innovations in the community advice office space. JusDraft is an online
legal document drafting tool, designed for South African NPOs. Sean Rossouw from
Benefits Exchange – an online search engine for unclaimed benefits – indicated that the
tool enables advice offices to locate persons living in remote, rural communities in
which they operate.
Chiedza Chagutah from the Hlanganisa Institute for Development in Southern Africa
outlined the organisation’s work in the Free State and the evaluation report that they
are conducting on the ‘hub’ model in that province. Noleen Leach from the Cape
Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) described the formal paralegal qualification
offered by the institution, which may be utilised by advice offices.
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ADVOCACY AND OTHER LEARNING SESSIONS
In addition to the DOS streams, learning sessions each evening served to expand the
knowledge and understanding of all participants. Facilitated by external guest speakers,
these sessions covered a variety of topics, as follows:
Income Support for 18 to 59 Year Olds - Presented by Hoodah Abrahams-Fayker (Black
Sash)
The Black Sash presented on Income Support for unemployed or precariously employed 18
to 59 year olds. The session stimulated a rich discussion about the role of the State to
provide work and/or financial support among Dullah Omar School participants and
facilitators. Participants were keen to share the challenges in their respective communities,
including the unemployed who struggle to make ends meet. They indicated a willingness to
provide case studies to illustrate how those in this age group struggle to find work and earn
an income, but are unable to seek State financial support due to their ineligibility to apply for
a social grant.
Representing Workers at the CCMA - Presented by Suzanna Harvey, Advocate of
The Cape Bar
Participants received training on CCMA procedures and the representation of workers by
paralegals. The importance of Paralegal representation was discussed, particularly as only
23 percent of workers are supported by trade unions, and others cannot afford legal advice.
Workers often need help, particularly as the law is complicated, and CCMA commissioners
are not always helpful. Participants discussed how they may be able to assist workers with
CCMA matters.
Tour of Bo-Kaap – Organised by the Black Sash, in Partnership with Reclaiming the
City Campaign
A walking tour of the Historic Bo-Kaap was organised for participants. After a traditional
Malay finger dinner, participants heard from Reclaim the City about the struggle being
fought in Bo-Kaap and across the city against gentrification and for access to decent housing
in the inner city.
Reclaim the City’s Advocacy Work - Presented by Deena Bosch & Bevil Lucas
The presenters described Reclaim the City (RTC) as a movement of tenants and workers,
campaigning to stop displacement from well-located areas and to secure access to decent
and affordable housing. Its key slogan is ‘Land for people, not profit!’. The RTC advocacy and
campaign strategy was outlined, which combines people’s power with the promises of the
Constitution and the legal power of the law. Presenters also described Advice Assemblies –
weekly gatherings of tenants facing issues with landlords and evictions – and how its
members study laws and policies governing housing, and court procedures for evictions and
how to lodge complaints. Unlawful evictions, in which landlords intimidate tenants and try to
circumvent the law by not going to court to apply for a legal eviction, areresisted by RTC.
The importance of developing educational tools for the benefit of the general public,
including civil servants and officers of the law, was emphasised by the presenters.
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CLOSING CEREMONY

The Organising Committee commemorated the DOS by giving accounts of its past 4
instalments and reflecting on its importance and evolution over 5 years of existence.
A panel discussion was held on the regulation and recognition of community-based
paralegals and advice offices. The panel was comprised of Zaid Kimmie from the Foundation
for Human Rights, Kalayvani Pillay from the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development, Trudie Nichols from Bowmans Legal Practice, and Seth Mnguni from
Community Advice Offices South Africa (CAOSA). The session was moderated by Lynette
Maart from the Black Sash.
Zaid Kimmie (Foundation for Human Rights) began by explaining the current status regarding
regulating the sector, highlighting the recently released discussion document and process
that has unfolded at national and provincial workshops. He noted that in these deliberations,
dissenting views on certain factors around regulation have emerged and that the sector
would need to factor these in when regulations are introduced.
Kimmie indicated that the process is structured around first developing a policy framework,
before the Department of Justice proceeds with drafting a bill that would be subject to
further deliberations. He described as progress the fact that the process had even started.
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Kalayvani Pillay (Department of Justice and Constitutional Development) acknowledged that
the discussion about regulating the CAO sector has been ongoing for some time. She
stressed that the Portfolio Committees Chairs for Justice had a keen interest and passion for
the sector. Describing sustainability as a primary concern, she explained that the process of
developing a policy framework is being presented to the Minister of Justice for inclusion in
the Department’s annual performance plan, in order to ensure State accountability to the
sector.
It was noted by Pillay that this process is linked to a number of others, such as the Legal
Practice Council (LPC) investigating the regulation of paralegals in terms of Section 34(9)(g),
and the process by the Law Reform Commission on cost containment provisions in the Legal
Practice Act. She noted that legislative reform has been slow and unresponsive, and has
largely contributed to the further marginalisation of the vulnerable in our society.
Trudie Nichols (Bowmans Legal Practice) shared that the LPC will focus in particular on
communitybased paralegals, when investigating paralegal regulations. She noted that many
public interest litigation matters depend on the role of community-based paralegals, who
organise and feed information back to the community members affected by litigation.
Nichols noted that this process should drive further investment and support to the sector.
She confirmed that the relationship between legal practitioners and community-based
paralegals has always been mutualistic in nature.
She emphasised the need for a proper deliberation on the concern around the charging of
fees, collection of monies for disbursements and court appearances, as these are
exclusively the mandate of legal practitioners. In closing, she noted that many areas in the
organised legal profession will require an ongoing relationship with the sector, such as those
dealing with community service – an opportunity for the two professions to converge with
the intention of contributing to community development.
Seth Mnguni (CAOSA) gave an account of the historic context of the process towards
regulating the sector. He emphasised that stalwarts like the late Dullah Omar recognised the
community advice offices as centres of democracy in the new dispensation.
Mnguni recalled how the initial Legal Practice Bill included a section on paralegals, which
was later removed, and that section 34(9)(g) is a negotiated compromise. The call by the
sector to be regulated, he added, is about ensuring CAOs and CBPs are accountable
practitioners and that community members are protected from unscrupulous and
opportunistic people. Mnguni concluded by noting that DOS always provides an engaging
space for the sector, and participant numbers are particularly encouraging.
The discussion closed with remarks by the panelists on the next steps, outlining key
advocacy issues that had been identified for further action by DOS participants.
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